LS Pharmacy

Ensure healthy margins, quick service and loyal customers

**LS Pharmacy**
A fully integrated retail and dispensing software for pharmacies of all sizes.

Manage various type of prescriptions, handle drugs effectively and keep track of your pharmaceutical and retail stock across all your stores. Our pharmacy software solution includes a host of features that will make you more competitive while simplifying your daily routines, from POS to back office.

**Increase your efficiency with:**
- Inventory management
- Role Center tailored to the POS user
- Omni-channel loyalty tools
- Management of customer history
- Functionality-rich Point of Sale
- Retail and pharmacy functionality

**LS Pharmacy will help you:**
- Get a clear overview of your business from Head Office
- Manage your stock effectively across all locations
- Increase the number of returning customers with loyalty programs
- Perform your daily tasks faster thanks to the clear, logical POS interface
- Understand your financials and take data-informed decisions
- Grow your chain, as the solution is highly scalable
LS Pharmacy features a sophisticated setup of permissions for POS users, to make sure that only the right people have access to particular information and functions in the system. Management can set up an additional login, or request an electronic signature with PIN code to perform specific operations or to sell specific drugs. POS permissions can be defined in the back office for single users or group of users.

**Data structure for medications**
Handle pharmaceuticals effectively

Enter and search products and packaged items in the system through different dimensions: from substance, ATC group, strength and classification to warning text, product description, quantity in pack, daily dose and more. Give your customers exceptional service: thanks to the powerful search function you can quickly find generic substitutes of brand-name medicines. Keep track of what pharmaceuticals are about to expire through the system’s capture of lot number, and reduce your overhead costs.

**Staff permissions**
Guarantee high levels of security

LS Pharmacy features a sophisticated setup of permissions for POS users, to make sure that only the right people have access to particular information and functions in the system. Management can set up an additional login, or request an electronic signature with PIN code to perform specific operations or to sell specific drugs. POS permissions can be defined in the back office for single users or group of users.

**Quick and precise customer service**
Satisfy your customers and increase loyalty

Give excellent customer service and gain returning business with LS Pharmacy.
- Accept various methods of payment in the same transaction
- Speed up your service thanks to the POS shortcuts and graphic interface
- Offer in-store, online and mobile loyalty programs
- Communicate with your customers via email, text message and push notification
- Accept both paper and e-prescriptions.

**Large suite of management tools**
Take control over your whole operation

Oversee and manage all your pharmacies centrally. With LS Pharmacy you can:
- Keep track of sales, costs and revenue in your whole chain from headquarters
- Get real-time insights into your business’s key data with in-depth reports and analyses
- Effectively plan and distribute staff rosters, oversee and approve worked hours
- Set up prices, offers and campaigns at HQ and distribute them to all your locations
- Check up-to-date inventory in all your stores at the POS
- Manage both retail and pharmaceutical items with a host of specific functions

**Designed to facilitate routine pharmacy jobs**
Perform your daily tasks easily and rapidly

LS Pharmacy is designed to make routine tasks in your pharmacy quicker to perform, with fewer clicks. You and your staff can find all the key functions you need for your daily work in the Pharmacy Role Center. Check which orders are open and which ones are ready to pick up at POS; print labels for the orders, including dosage instructions, warning text and more. With clear steps, helpful prompts and a logical flow of information catered to your routines, the system helps you serve your customers rapidly and effectively.